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Abstract

The poverty of women and the amount of their mastery over the economic sources, have been the center of a lot of negotiations and discussions and the wary of joining some of the women to the group of "poorest poor" and their frustration of the advantages of development after second world war have led to proposing different approaches for helping them. One of the approaches is empowering the women. The documentary methodology and analysis of studies are used for doing the research about this topic. In fact, the present research is from descriptive-analytical approach researches in terms of gathering the data. In this way, first some study cases about empowering the women is investigated in this research, then required definitions are provided about some concepts like poverty, empowering, and women empowerment and the theory of women empowerment is discussed. In following, it is purposed to the importance of empowering the women against the poverty be investigated with an analytical approach and finally, after analytical review of approaches and strategies of women empowerment which are used in different countries and societies, the five main approaches in this field got investigated. These approaches are information and computing technology (ICT), microfinance, manufacturing cooperatives, Suitable social capital and human development. It is indicated analytically that the success of each of these approaches depends on paying attention to others.
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A pobreza das mulheres e a quantidade de seu domínio sobre as fontes econômicas têm sido o centro de muitas negociações e discussões e o cuidado de unir algumas das mulheres ao grupo de "pobres mais pobres" e sua frustração das vantagens de desenvolvimento após a Segunda Guerra Mundial levou a se propor diferentes abordagens para ajudá-las. Uma das abordagens é capacitar as mulheres. A metodologia documental e a análise de estudos são utilizadas para a pesquisa sobre o tema. De fato, a presente pesquisa adota abordagem descritivo-analítica em termos de coleta de dados. Desta forma, primeiro alguns casos de estudo sobre o empoderamento das mulheres são investigados nesta pesquisa, então são necessárias definições sobre alguns conceitos como pobreza, empoderamento e empoderamento das mulheres e a teoria do empoderamento das mulheres é discutida. A seguir, pretende-se investigar a importância do empoderamento das mulheres contra a pobreza com uma abordagem analítica e, finalmente, após a análise analítica das abordagens e estratégias de empoderamento das mulheres que são usadas em diferentes países e sociedades, as cinco principais abordagens do campo foram investigadas. Essas abordagens são tecnologia da informação e computação (TIC), microfinanças, cooperativas de manufatura, capital social adequado e desenvolvimento humano. É indicado analiticamente que o sucesso de cada uma dessas abordagens depende da compreensão global de todos os campos.
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**INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT**
The poverty is a bitter fact of social life which affects the current of development and social excellence and it has somehow complicated meaning. This concept, overall, points to availability of accessing to the least standards of life and different types of economic, and psychosocial deprivation among the non-owned persons who has no access to and mastery over adequate profits. Therefore, for investigating its' different dimensions, different indexes are considered (Ullah and Routray, 2007). However, the poverty is the most tangible aspect of this concept. In the field of reasons and causes of creation of poverty a set of variety of factors and variables are affective. The plurality and multiplicity of these factors and mutual connection between them lead to forming a multidimensional process called poverty cycle (Azimi, 2008); the phenomenon which occurs as a result of multiple deprivation of people (Curtis, 2006) who cannot access to enough sources for providing or maintaining a level of individual or collective life or cannot own or control them for meeting the needs (Nejati Ajipishe, 2008). These needs may be related to supplying the material sources like food, shelter, water, and sewage disposal system or social resources like education, accessing to information or hygiene cares (Ebrahim, 2008). This condition leads to choosing a clear and unique approach for opposing the poverty be difficult; specially, by the time, the intended target groups are social groups like ethnic or gender minorities. Among these minorities who usually possess less material advantages of society, the women as half of the population of society were the center of attention of different studies. The way of ownership of assets by women and their mastery over economic resources were the center of negotiations and a lot of discussions. By attention to new social norms there is no balance between the job and family responsibility of women. Even now there are some signs of meaningful gender gap in rural places. The low income families and some of ethnic groups are more involved in this gap (Coalition for adolescent girls, 2013). Between these ethnic groups the women are from the least possessing strata of society.

The studies show that women are exposed to poverty and gender segregation more than men (Safavi et al. 2014). The cause of this problem is that the women do not have capability and enough facilities for being mighty and decrease the poverty. Existence of obstacles and limitations on the way of evolution of economic and social base of women, because of cultural and legal factors, has led to every kind of efforts for removing the poverty face to problem. Moreover, the women are deprived of abilities and facilities for decreasing the poverty. This situation led to paying attention to the balance of distribution of developmental benefits for all segments of society little by little, after different developmental approaches
after Second World War. Women were one of these key segments. In this way, concern of the join of a group of women to "poorest poor" group has contributed to expression of variety of approaches like empowering the women. In a way that United Nations has announced the empowering of women as one of the key goals of third millennium extensively (Abdul Rashid Khan and Zeynab Bibi, 2011). In the strategies of poverty alleviation, women are one of the target groups. Women citizens' empowerment means that they must achieve to a level of individual development to be able to choose based on their wills (Shadi Talab, 2002).

In the current world, reaching to development goals is impossible without using huge store of half of the structure of society meaning the women. In other word, one of the indexes of national economy and social development renewing is women's participation and the way they play their role in economic structures. However, in different society because of different cultural, social, and economic reasons, there is not appropriate and acceptable balance between the fair participation of women in development and outbreak of their creativity and potentials (Austrian, K, 2012). When a country want to overcome to obstacles related to poverty and development the topic of women empowerment and their participation is considered as a required step for being in the way of human development and management of potentials, the development goals of millennium and valid worldwide goals (Bandiera et al, 2012). However, the quality and quantity of empowering them and participation in different societies may have variety of problems. This situation has led to cultural, social, and geographical requirements and factors of the society in which women are living be important in using the strategies of women empowerment.

Nevertheless, the quality and the way of women empowerment is one of the important issues in a society's development. Therefore, in present research we try to investigate convenient approaches for women empowerment against the poverty and considering different studies and conceptually connecting they together make required conceptual frame.

**RESEARCH BACKGROUND**

In the field of women economic empowerment different researches are done. In this research generally the cases and approaches are investigated as independent variables and the concept of empowering itself is considered as dependent variable. For example, Golipoor and Rahimian (2009) in a research with the title of "the relationship economic, cultural, and educational factors with head of household women empowerment" for investigating their topic
considered the education, skill learning, self-employment plans, loans and non-cash contributions as independent variables and empowering as dependent variable. Their methodology was surveying. The result of their research shows that there are correlation between un-dependent variables and empowering also between independent variables. The findings showed that "education" and "self-employment plans" lead to rise of power feeling in head of household women. In another research, Safavi et al, (2014) have investigated the economic empowerment of young women and girls in African, Latin America, and Caribbean Sea Region countries. They presented seven strategies in their research including providing financial, employment, and life skill services and social supports in Africa and strategies of gender equality model, women empowerment in agriculture domain, increase of women income, activating labor market in South America and Caribbean Sea with systematic review of resources. They concluded in their research that using variety of strategies considering the different cultural, social, and geographical requirements and factors increase the probability of success of women empowerment plans (Safavi et al. 2014). In other research, Navabakhsh et al (2014) evaluated the factors which affect the economic empowerment (case study of vulnerable women in Tehran). The results of their research showed that employment, cost and income balancing, saving, and entrepreneurship play decisive role in continuity and sustainability of economic empowerment of women. Moreover, some of effective factors in growth of empowerment are: multi-relative life together, being family oriented, social capital, cooperation, social correlation, and supporting each other. In fact, the results of their research indicated that two education and employment factors are from the most important factors which affect vulnerable women empowerment (Navabakhsh et al, 2014). Myoux (2005) has investigated the effect of microfinances on women empowerment in his research. In his point of view, equal access of women to microfinances is the result of paying attention to human right and small-loan plans has many effect on women empowerment (Mayoux, 2005). Khalvati (2006) in a research investigated the amount of power of household women and the factors affecting it in Shiraz. The results of his research showed that the amount of power of household women is low. The test of hypothesis claimed that there is the most correlation between psychological capital, access, participation and control in domain of government and society which were from the independent variables of this research and the amount of household women empowerment. The results of multivariable regression analysis showed that some factors like self-esteem, efficacy, ability of expressing the wishes, interests, and fulfill them even by the time that custom and society do not accept them and challenging the existing
condition, awareness of disability factors and opposing them as a group, ability of making decision in important and strategic domains of life, access to the financial sources, participation in social and political domains, are the main determinants of the amount of capability of household women in Iran (Khalvati, 2006). In form of following table independent variables affecting women empowerment are shown briefly.

Table 1: independent variables affecting women empowerment in related studies in this domain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variable</th>
<th>Independent variable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Women empowerment</td>
<td>Education and skill learning, self-employment plans, loan and non-cash helps, employment and life skills and social support, gender equality model, women empowerment in agriculture domain, increase of women income, activating employment market of women, balancing income and cost, saving and entrepreneurship, family orientation, social capital, cooperation, social correlation and supporting each other, microfinances, human right, psychological capital, access, participation and control in domain of government and society, self-esteem, efficacy, ability of expressing the wishes, interests and fulfilling them, challenging existing situation, being aware of disability factors and opposing them in a group form, ability of making decisions in important and strategic domains of life, access to financial resources, taking part in social and political domains.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this way it can be seen that in previous researches generally by quantitative approach of research the correlation between special variables as factors of women empowerment and women empowerment (as dependent variable) is studied. In present research it has been tried to investigate the importance of approaches of women empowerment against poverty by analytical approach.

**CONCEPTUAL LITERATURE OF RESEARCH**

Different researchers have provided different definitions for some concepts like poverty, empowering and women empowerment and they have created special indexes to make them objective. Poverty points to no access or limited access of individuals of society to least requirements of life and the things that human survival and life face to destruction risk without them. Principally, social intellectuals have found two definition of poverty: 1) first type, is absolute poverty or subsistent poverty. The meaning of this poverty is deprivation and disability of community members in accessing to basic needs like food, clothes, home, and this kind of needs. 2) Second type of poverty is relative poverty. Based on this definition, families...
and persons are poor who seriously have less income than average families or individuals of community or have such feeling through the time. Variety of definition have provided for empowerment too. In related literature, for defining this concept a wide range of concepts is pointed like right to choose, having control over and access to sources, more independent and self-confident feeling, and so on. Ugbomeh considers the empowerment as "more access of women to resources and having control over their life which leads to more independence and self-confident in them. This process contributes to increase of self-esteem in women; meaning that it leads to improvement of the image that women see about themselves (Ugbomeh, 2001, 239). Forrest also defines the empowering as challenging the traditional relations of power between woman and man and a struggle for power and resources redistribution in order to help to poor people (Farrest, 1999, 101). In fact, empowering means that people must reach to a level of individual development to give them possibility of choose based on their wishes. In this aspect, empowerment is the change of inner believes of individuals (Assad, M and Bruce, J, 1997). It gets clear by reviewing the definitions that empowerment contain three common elements or concept in form of definitions and concepts: 1) the first element is "resources" which includes some variables such as education and employment and as Kabir said (2002) it is accounted as factors which make the empowerment faster. 2) The second element is "agency". The agency of women points to this topic that the women must not only be considered as recipients of services but the women themselves should be considered as main players in process of change especially in formulating important choices of life and controlling the resources and decisions which have important effect on their life. This element defines the importance of bottom to top discourse about the up to down approach (Malhatva, 2002, 7). 3) The third element is "Achievements or Results and Consequences" which is created because of empowering process. Achievements can include from satisfying main needs up to more complex achievements like being happy, having self-esteem, participation in social and political life, and so on (Sen, 1999). By attention to definitions and properties of empowerment, principally, the empowerment is accounted as a process. Meaning that it is the definition of improvement from one situation (gender inequality) to other situation (gender equality) (Malhatva, 2002, 7). This process contains from individual level (mental feeling and objective ability to do things) and includes up to social (ability of taking part in group and collective activities), political (controlling political decisions), economic (the ability of controlling economic decision makings), institutional (challenging the institutions and existing unequal structures). Therefore empowerment of women points to the process in which women get aware of their
needs and inner wills, reinforce the braveness of achieving the goal in them, and gain the required power for implementing their wills (Ketabi et al, 2003). Keller and Mbwewe (1991) define the women empowerment as a process by which "women get empowered for organizing themselves and increase their self-confidence and defense their right for independent choose and controlling the resources which lead to disappearing their descending position" (Malhatva, 2002, 5). In the website of National Association of Entrepreneur Women there are five main parts in definition of empowerments which are: 1) feeling of being valuable 2) ownership and making decision rights 3) right of accessing to opportunities and resources 4) the right of controlling their life inside and outside of the home, and 5) the power of influencing the current of social changes for creating fairer social economic system in national and global scope (www.nawe.ir). In this way, researchers and different institutions in field of these concepts have provided required definitions and indexes.

EMPOWERMENT THEORY

By seeing that the advantages of development in different societies especially in developing countries do not get distributed equally between social strata and groups, authorities of development try to present appropriate approaches for solving this problem. The approach of women empowerment is one of these approaches which is expressed in terms of theory. The empowerment theory emphasizes on this point that women not only should criticize and fight with existing inequalities but in different levels and simultaneously they should fight and criticize the inequality generation structures. Sara Lanke empowerment theory is important in frame of women empowerment theory. Her theory about women believes that women should pass five stages for being powerful: welfare, access, awareness, participation, and control. In the stage of "welfare", the material welfare (food and income) of women get investigated. In this stage of empowerment elimination of discrimination between women and men is considered. This stage is accounted as first stage of women empowerment: activities of women for advancement of their welfare in comparison with men make them engaged in empowerment process and upper stages of equality. In the stage of "access" women must access to production means (like field, job, and capital), income generator jobs, services, skillful training (which make it possible to be employed and produce), and their product and work. In this theory, "gender distances" is considered as less access of women to resources. This access includes the access to their works too. Here, equality means that women have equal access
right based on equality principles and that women have equal right in access to resources in family scope also in bigger scale in system of country. In the "awareness" stage, women should distinguish that their problems is not due to their personal problems but it is oriented from gender role relating to culture and consequently is changeable. Awareness in this concept means believing to equality. In fact, this stage of women empowerment includes this case that how do women understand the concept of development process in level of structural inequality? Over all, this stage guarantee the distinguishing gender and sexual roles and this case that gender roles are dependent to culture and they are changeable. In the stage of "participation", women take part in all of the programs relating to themselves and their participation should be proportional to their number in society. The equality of participation needs to increase of mobilize of women to increase their presence in society. Such an increase of presence can be as empowerment and a potential factor of participation toward increase of level of empowerment. 5) Equality in "control" means power balance between women and men. In fact, process of power generation, is empowering the women for equal participation of them in development process for controlling production factors in equal position with men. In fact, the stage of control means that women not be in subordinate position and be able to direct and conduct the results of their power implementing and participation and social presence in a way that they want and like (Langeh, 1993: 32-18). Over all, Langeh considers the gaining the essential resources by women for being sure of welfare as the lowest level of empowerment and the control of resources in all of social or economic areas as the highest level of empowerment (Golipoor and Rahimian, 2009: 17). The theory of empowerment has provided appropriate theoretical base for implementing the practical strategies for empowering the women.

The theory of empowerment wants to empower women not in the sense of superiority of a person to other person but in the sense of increase of their power for self-reliance and extending their right to choice in life (Ketabi et al, 2003).

Basically, in empowerment theory, the topic of empowerment is viewed through three communicational, motivational, and cognitive approaches: 1) "communicational approach" is defined as up to down process and shows the power of person in communication with others (Spritzer, 1996). Based on this attitude, the empowerment is a process by which a leader or manager tries to divide his or her power between subordinates (Conger and Kannungo, 1998). 2) "Motivational approach" has formed based on motivation theory of McClland (McClland, 1975). McClland considers the need for success as most basic need and considers the
participation in seeking for success as a motivational factor which is underlie of empowerment. Each strategy which leads to the right of determining the job activities (self-decision making) and self-esteem (self-efficacy, self-sufficiency, and perfection) of individuals will contribute to their power. In fact, in motivational approach, the purpose is empowerment and improving the self-esteem (Conger and Kannungo, 1998). 3) "Cognitive approach" defines the empowerment more extensively as an inner motivation state in relation with job which includes four inner feelings: meaningfulness, competency, effectiveness, right of choice (Golipoor and Rahimian, 2009: 2).

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The main issue of present research is investigating the approaches of empowerment of women against the poverty. For doing research about this topic documentary methodology and analysis of previous studies is used. In fact, the present research is descriptive analytic research type in terms of the way of gathering the information. The writer has tried to answer the main problem of research meaning that the effective approaches for women empowerment against the poverty by documentary study and analysis of accessible researches about economic empowerment of women. The present research is done by analysis of related, valid, and accessible studies. The approach of present research is developmental approach (development sociology).

THE APPROACHES OF EMPOWERMENT AGAINST THE POVERTY

When a country wants to overcome to obstacles related to poverty and development, the topic of empowerment and participation of women is a required step for being in the way of human development and managing the potentials, development goals of millennium, and worldwide valid goals (Bandiera et al, 2012). Empowerment makes it possible for women to understand their abilities in all angles of their life. Empowerment of women is in order to their participation in social arenas, therefore, paying attention to approaches of strengthening and development of women's empowerment is in their favor and helps to economy of family. Overall, expressing and understanding the demands in one hand and trying to gain the control and retain the authority in the life of women themselves in other hand in different economic, political, cultural, and social dimensions are considered as axes of women empowerment.
Economic empowerment is as multidimensional and interconnected process of changes in power relationships which can improve the women's psychology, health and hygiene of women and their families, and women's social-cultural components and control of women over resources by extending the choices of individuals in their life (Amin, et all, 1998, PP 185-200). In the same way, "empowerment of women is a process through which women will be able to increase their self-reliance, gain the independent right for choice, organize themselves, and control the resources. This set will help them to decrease the poverty, remove being subcategory, and institutional evolutions" (Ashburn, k and Warner, A 2010).

Two main events have been important in the literature related to gender and development about the topic of women empowerment. The first event is related to evolution in traditional definition of poverty. This case that poverty especially women poverty only is not limited to income but include qualitative dimensions such as abilities, confidence, power, social acceptance and ... lead to expressing several approaches emphasizing on essential needs up to accessing to equal legal situation in all of the cases and dimensions of life specially strategic needs (Shaditalab et al, 2005, 231). The second event is related to experiences of development decades especially performing the development plans related to women and providing services by governments in the late 1980s which in opinion of a large group of theorists it have led to women be marginal. This evolutions and experiences lead to forming the different view about use of women empowerment concept which generally is appeared in two categories: 1) the first category considers it to be related with structural topics like human right and democratic society and equal opportunities in more extent level. 2) The second category considers it limited to taking part in decision making and accessing to production resources and generally pay attention to practical needs. This view that considers the overcoming to women powerlessness conditional to improving the situation of women by providing services for satisfying this practical needs and their access to hygiene and educational services and crucial resources; is criticized by first group. In their opinion descending the women empowerment topic to special and limited topics is against the existing challenges in women being subcategory. Even if in one dimension an improvement is seen it does not mean the empowerment of women. Therefore, in opinion of critics every approach of women empowerment must make these concerns (human rights, democratic society, and equal opportunities) center of its attention (Shaditalab et al, 2005, 230). For this reason, every effort and approach about poverty alleviation of women must be comprehensive and be based on the correcting the views and discriminatory behaviors and self-reliance of women.
In the same way, "women empowerment is a process through which women can increase their self-reliance, gain independent right for choice, organize themselves, and control the resources. This set helps them to decrease the poverty, remove being subcategory, and for final evolutions" (Ashburn, k and Warner, A, 2010). Economic empowerment of women gets done with purpose of creating stationary employment and increase of income of households and naturally decrease of their poverty; since the condition of employment in variety of aspects can affect poverty and its dimensions. Economic empowerment is defined as multidimensional and interconnected process "changes in power relationships" which can improve women's psychological, health and hygiene, social-cultural, and finally their control over resources components by extending the choices of individual (Amin, s et al, 1998, PP 185-200). Experiences of different countries have shown that empowerment is a way for guiding the women toward productive and income generating activities (Booz and Company, 2012). As it is mentioned in the beginning of present research, by attention to social, economic, cultural, and geographic necessities of each society the strategy and approach of women empowerment is different. For example, through a research about strategies and approaches of women's and young girls' empowerment in African countries, Latin America, and Caribbean Sea Region, the types of done interventions in these three continents got clear and distinguished. Based on the results of mentioned study, it got cleared that two main categories of interventions are done: 1) the first category is the interventions that are done over women and with the purpose of required educations and improvement of their experts. These interventions are done by approaches like absorbing women's support, educational counsels for women, reviewing the classes and held educational courses. 2) The second category of interventions which are known as interventions concentrated on financial system and loaning are in order to economic empowerment of women in terms of financial independency and investment. These interventions are done by approaches like giving small loans, giving small financial credits, persuasive loans, non-cash initial investment. Consequently, economic empowerment of women must be reviewed from two aspects. This case is shown in form of following figure.
Generally, the results of mentioned research shows that this interventions are done based on four defined strategies: 1) the strategy of gender equality model; 2) the strategy of empowerment of women in agriculture extent; 3) the strategy of increasing the income of women; and 4) the strategy of activating the employment market of women. In countries which the strategies proportionate to target group were not chosen in terms of age and characteristics of geographical zone like Zimbabwe, a few percent of individuals managed to payback the loans and because of not having sufficient management and lack of training in life skills, 16 to 19 years old youth got exposed to social injuries; since they have to commute to other areas because of necessity of trading and since they did not have enough skills in social communication they got exposed to injuries. In this way a low percentage about 6 percent manage to payback the loans. Generally, in projects which life skills about other cases like pregnancy health and rights have been considered in addition to small loans and financial helps the results were better (Safavi et al, 2014). This point is confirmed in other researches too.

To sum up and by attention to studies that have been done in terms of women empowerment against the poverty (economic empowerment), the practical approaches of women empowerment against the poverty can be categorized in some main approaches. The factors of performing these approaches include women themselves and their environment up to governments.

The poor women using communication and information technology
"Information and communication technology" is process of production, saving, processing, publishing, access, transfer, and exchange by telecommunication capacity and media like radio, TV, and techniques like computer, and phone call which using them make it possible to establish justice of being accessible and public use of information resources and ability to interact with other groups (Mathur and Ambani, 2005). Different studies have shown that this technology leads to individuals power and creating the opportunities of learning and income by providing the information and knowledge and increase the decision making power of individuals and it is a factor for overcoming to time and locative limitations (United Nations, 2004). Therefore, the information and communication technology can create new opportunities for economic, social, and political empowerment of women and improvement of quality of life indexes in addition to possibility of more and faster access to information resources. Relating to this, "digital gender gap" is expressed as side effect of information gap. Meaning of digital gender gap is distance between men and women in accessing to information and communication technologies, low number of girls and women in educational courses related to information and communication technology, and lack of number of women in decision making institutions related to mentioned technologies. The most important reason of creation of digital gender gap is lack of gender guidance in policies and plans of government in both macro and micro levels (Zahedi, 2005: 52).

The society in which quality of life, extension of social transformation and economic development are dependent on information and using it increasingly; or in other word, the information play essential role in all of the life affairs, is called "information society" (Sarlak and Farati, 2009: 6). Information society shows a mixture of opportunities and threats to humankind. This is the important point that intensification of "knowledge and information gap" in a society draws a dark economic and social perspective in front of its members. Information and communication resources and channels create new opportunities for empowerment in economic and social dimensions. Explicit and implicit access to information about the prices and rate of exchanges can change the relationships between poor producers and dealers. Setting the communication by phone and internet can bring the voice of the most marginal and poorest layers of society such as rural women to ear of government. In fact, it can be said that "information and communication resources and channels is a way for empowerment of poor layers of society including women" (Cecchini and Shah, 2002). In summary, case studies in many of countries have shown that using the information technology is a powerful tool for and precondition of economic empowerment of women in remote areas (Prasad and Sreedevi,
The effect of micro financial efforts for poor women

Access to "microfinances" like grant loans or low interest loans for employment of women or other income generation plans lead to creation of important changes in life of poor women. These facilities contribute to "increase of life standards of women themselves and their families and more investment on their health and education of their children" (Golipoor and Rahimian, 2009: 16). World Bank considers the microfinance as a process through which poor families get the credits in a specific time period and by paying back in long term and by using social bonds (World Bank, 2006). Definition of microfinances is based on several components. Based on "Receipt rate", the microfinances are the finances which are low. In some cases a few dollars small loans and in some other cases a few thousand dollars are called microfinances (EC, 2003). In terms of the way of using the finances, it is the finance which is used for decrease of poverty or establishing small businesses and generally self-employment. In terms of "payment conditions" it is the finance that easily is accessible, its conditions are flexible and its contract can be set considering the local conditions and simply (Bakhtirari, 2010).

Microfinance is a powerful tool for decreasing the poverty. This tool includes providing finance services of poor and low income people especially women who their economic condition has led to elimination of them from formal financing systems. Access to services such as finance, risky investments, saving, insurance, and remittance in micro level has managed to lead to participation of poor people who have very limited financing tools. Many of studies about the poverty have indicated that elimination of poor peoples (especially poor women who generally are household administrator too) from the financing system contributes to their disability in participation in development process. Microfinance in fact can provide the opportunity of participation and decision making about life and power of effectiveness on their around environment meaning that lead to empowerment of women by increase of assets and abilities of participated women (Alaaldini and Jalali Musavi, 2010).

Access of women to microfinances contributes to increase of their income, access to information networks and market, improvement of the position of women in family economic participation, increase of their participation in decision making about costs of family, and improvement of public view about the role of women in family and society (Rahmani et al,
2008). In other word, giving finances and other financial resources to women lead to earning the financial power and economic participation of them in society and family, in a way that these conditions play considerable role in empowerment of women (Myoux, 1998).

In general, there are two different views about the role of microfinances in women empowerment. 1) In first view, many of pundits believe that providing the microfinances for poor women leads to social balance. Fans of this view believe that microfinances not only lead to improvement of social and economic conditions but improve the gender relationships in society. 2) The fans of second view believe that microfinances have negligible impact on economic and social relationships and therefore access to microfinances only can be an effective tool for entering the women to way of being powerful (same resources). In both conditions, microfinances have considerable effects in process of women empowerment.

Between third world countries in terms of microfinances and women empowerment, Bangladesh as the leading country in form of "Grameen Bank" has managed to increase the level of the income of women by giving microfinances to poor people especially women (Rasool F, 2002: 370). Moreover, "Amanah Ikhtiar Bank" has been established with the purpose of providing the finance facilities two poor people and creating the self-reliance in rural people especially head of household women (the same resource). In Malaysia before implementing the poverty eradication plans, poverty was more extended in rural areas than urban areas; but as a result of implementing the new economic plans in this country through the 1985 to 1995 years the amount of poor population decreased from 45% to 15%. This is somehow related to performance of microfinances providing institutions (Hoseinzadeh and Ghavidel, 2005: 150).

Over all, microfinances services can be seen in frame of activities of different institutions like cooperatives, NGOs and rural banks which from this point of view the mentioned institutions are considered as microfinance institutions.

The effect of production cooperatives in women empowerment

Creation of organization for women is appropriate approach for economic and social improvement and growth, since organizations can be effective in improvement of economic condition of family, improvement in level of income, holding social justice, and increase of social participation of women in addition to production and distribution of goods and services. Nowadays, women organizations have variety of forms in terms of economy and socially, which are active officially or unofficially. From the most important of these organizations, the
cooperatives, microfinance Funds, local self-governing groups and home producer networks can be mentioned. In fact, the approach of cooperative is one of the best systematic people's participation mechanisms in economic and social activities and creates employment and permanent income for vulnerable and low income layers of society. This approach is very convenient for women empowerment, since a group of women are not able to establishing independent business and cannot reach to their economic and social goals because of multiple responsibilities and less access to some of resources (Shabanali Fami et al, 2008). In fact, cooperatives as one of forms of people organizations have several abilities for playing role in economic support of individuals and the special importance of them is in applying potential facilities of business, support of entrepreneurship, producing the wealth, and supplying welfare and social services, and over all, women empowerment. Many of experts of economic and social development of country emphasize on establishing the women cooperatives. They have paid attention to enforcement of women participation in country development process with cooperative mechanisms by emphasizing on the economic and social role and position of women (Gasemi, 2000; Shojai, 2001; Misi and Badsar, 2002). Therefore, Xuchu et al believe that establish of cooperative by limited resources mobilization, giving the finances, appropriate knowledge and technology to members in terms of new production and marketing methods can turn the women to successful entrepreneurs (Xuchu et al, 2011). It is not only the special characteristic of cooperative that they are created for giving economic profit to its members but one of the special aspects of cooperative is its dual nature which acts like trade in one hand and acts like social groups on the other hand and acts collectively (Froz, 2010). By attention to this characteristic of cooperative, this organization is useful for women in terms of economy and simultaneously is at the service of enforcement of social capital of them.

**Access of poor women to appropriate social capital**

Social capital gets created by the time social relationships of people and social networks get formed based on mutual reliance, continuous interaction and some norms for action. The main resources of social capital include family, association, and civil society. In this way, the ability of poor women in passing inappropriate condition of poverty and reaction to a great extent depends on their access to bonding social capital (for example relationships between themselves) and bridging social capital (for example relationships with groups who access to resources and power). Relating to bonding social capital it can be said that the family is the
most reliable resource of bonding social capital. By cooperation of all of the members of family, the flexible mechanisms of conversation and plan maximize the ability of family for overcoming to problems (Asian Development Bank, 2002). Family is in close relationship with community. Communities can be considered as potential resources of women empowerment because of repeated interactions that women have with their members. In addition to family and community, civil society is one resource of forming the social capital too. Civil society including official and unofficial institutions which out of government and market acts for improvement of different profits in society contains these cases: NGOs, social associations, labor unions, cooperatives, religious groups, professional associations, student institutions, media, and academic institutions. Naturally, in the communities that civil society is more powerful, needs and problems of women are more attended and they get resolved by collective wisdom. The importance of convenient social capital especially for head of household women is highlighted. In fact, limitation of women social relationships network and consequently their low access to social capital is one of main reasons of poverty of head of household women. This limitation sometimes is due to cutting the relationship with Ex-spouse relatives and sometimes is due to preferring being alone to relationship with others. The cultural results of getting divorced and in some cases being ashamed of the type of job leads to head of household women prevent having relationship with others. Of course, by attention to multiple roles and many responsibilities of them, they do not have extra time to spend for social relationships too (Golipoor and Rahimian, 2009: 10). Importance of appropriate social capital and implicit and explicit effect of it on economic success of women are shown in many researches.

**Human capital development for poor women**

The index of human development consists of different properties. Here the education and hygiene parts of this index and its effect on poor women empowerment are emphasized. The logic of this emphasizing is this point that women will experience convenient condition in other properties of this index by improvement of education and hygiene of women. In fact, "other tool for fighting with poverty is improvement of access of poor people to social services especially education and hygiene" (Sen, 2000). Not only initial levels of hygiene and education is the right of poor people but these cases are important in accelerating decrease of poverty; in a way that it let to poor people to benefit created opportunities by economic growth. But in many countries, poor people have low physical (geographical) and economic access to educational
and hygiene services. This condition decrease physical health and human capital (literacy and expertise) of them. In this way, a period of poverty gets formed the condition which leads to illness, malnutrition and illiteracy and permanency of poverty (Ghaffari, 2014, 10). Studies have showed that indigenous women are exposed to gender equality deprivation based on their gender and nationality (World Bank, 2007). This threaten can turn to opportunity for gathering wealth for women by access to education, hygiene and other social services (Constantina, S.R, 1990).

By education, poor people (poor women here) can more benefit from opportunities structure. Education and trading can increase the power of their bargaining; develop awareness and self-confidence; improve awareness of law and social right; and improve access to and use of economic resources like jobs, earth, finance, and information (Gergis, 1999). In the meantime, head of household women have less educational facility and the rate of literacy between them is low because of their several roles in comparison with same level women; the case that lead to other problems. Including that the women who are looking for job because of financial needs cannot find appropriate job because of low education level. Therefore, learning the skills is from the actions which can provide their readiness for employment (Gholipoor and Rahimian, 2009: 15). Amartya Kumar Sen in the book titled “development as freedom” has dedicated a season to women. This season called women doer role and social evolution, points to importance of hygiene and health of women with subjectivity role of them and investigates the effect of this role in areas like amount of impact of women on pregnancy and strengthening their child survival. Sen considers these two important not only for empowerment of women but for affecting the development of society. Sen considers the subjectivity role of women generalizable. He thinks that extended learning of subjectivity of women is one of the segments which have been forgotten in development studies (Sen, 1999). Basically, the main goal of human development is nurturing the abilities, capabilities, and potentials. Teaching the life skills in order to improve the quality of life, and having healthy life, and teaching the productivity in order to reach to creativity and innovation and increase of revenue are from indexes of empowerment. The indexes which different studies consider their improvement are dependent to women empowerment (Navabakhsh et al, 2014: 5). In fact, if in economic growth process women be out of competition because of lower level of education and skill not only the development does not contribute to fixing the gender gap but it leads to it get deepen.

CONCLUSION
The person who is poor has variety of needs to continue life. These needs may depend on supplying the material resources like food, shelter, and so on or social resources like education, access to information or hygienic cares. This condition makes it difficult to choose clear approach for fighting with poverty. Especially by the time the intended target groups are social groups like women. Different programs of women empowerment have implemented a wide range of programs and solutions. From this programs training the life skills for improving the life quality, having healthy life, training the productivity for reaching to creativity and increase of revenue can be addressed. By seeing that the advantages of development in different communities, especially in developing countries are not distributed equally between social layers and groups, authorities of development try to provide convenient approaches for resolving this problem. The theory of empowerment has been developed in this regard. This theory emphasizes on this point that women not only must fight with and challenge the existing inequalities but they must challenge and fight with the inequality generating structures in different levels and simultaneously. Theory of empowerment mostly takes the power of women for increasing the self-reliance and internal power to consideration and is looking for women empowerment by redistribution of power inside the family and society. This redistribution of power contributes to facility of access to tools of reaching to wealth through a process. This theory has provided a convenient theoretical base for implementing the practical strategies for women empowerment. Women economic empowerment improve the women psychological components, women and their family health and hygiene components, women social-cultural components and their control over resources by a process which passes by extension of individual choices in life. By attention to labor market requirements in modern society, finding job and having revenue by it needs to have special skills. Generally, the resources of these skills are family, local community, official education system (government). This point highlights the necessity of improvement of level of women social capital, their access to information and communication technology, and their human capital improvement. Based on this, the key approaches of fighting with poverty and improvement of economic empowerment of women can be divided to five categories. These approaches which need assistance of local society up government are: communication and information technology, microfinances, production cooperatives, appropriate social capital, and improvement of human development. Naturally, there are mutual relationships between these approaches; in a way that by affecting each other they affect the women empowerment. The below chart illustrates the relationship of these approaches with each other and with women empowerment clearly.
Figure 2: main approaches of women empowerment and mutual relationship of factors

- Increase of decision making power- overcome to time and location limitations
- Grant or low interest loan
- Risky investments, savings, insurance, remittance
- Improvement of the women economic position in family
- Implementing potential facilities of business Supporting the entrepreneurship, Wealth production and supplying the social services
- Family and relatives
  Associations (like cooperatives)
  Civil society
- Education (skill training), hygiene

(Resource: findings of research)
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